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ABSTRACT

Data Intensive Tasks are the tasks whose primary entities are purely data oriented. All the Data Intensive Applications are user defined, and I/O bound. The word count application is considered as a data intensive application. This paper gives a brief analysis of Word Count Program using Dynamic Voltage & Frequency Scaling Governors. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data-intensive tasks [1] are used to describe applications that are I/O bound [2] or with a need to process large volumes of data. This aspect gives the complete idea about their I/O movement, overall processing time as well as data manipulation [3] [27]. Parallel Computing [4] approach is seen in Data Intensive platforms which eventually combines multiple disk and processors into massive computing clusters connected to high-speed communication networks [5].

The Word Count [6] terms refer to the appropriate numbers in an individual document, book or thesis. Word Count is essential, especially where there are particular limitations on the text. Many tools and programs already exist to measure the actual and exact word count. The modern tools [7] excel in measuring lines and characters as well. The Word Count Application [8] deal only the amount of text or data included in it and accordingly analyzes the result hence is purely an Data Intensive Application.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Data Intensive Tasks

The data intensive tasks use Data intensive computing mechanism. And Data Intensive Computing is carried out by using parallel computing applications, while the parallel computing applications use parallel data approach to process large amount of data typically it is also referred as Big Data.[9][28]

The application or task can be considered as Data intensive if they devote maximum processing time [10] to I/O and data movement and manipulation. The processing of data intensive application is done by Parallel processing mechanism in which the data is partitioned or subdivided into multiple data segments and are then independently processed on an appropriate computing platform [11] by executing a particular application program in parallel after that all the results are assembled to produce a complete output. Parallel processing [12] benefits more and more when large aggregate data distribution is carried out. The actual challenge beholds when large amount of data is parallel processed and simultaneously managed to thrive desired results with correct output.

The data parallelism [13] applies computation independently to each data set. The main aim of developing a Data intensive application is they possess scalable performance and can improve several levels of performance magnitude. The key confronts for developing a Data intensive application are the choice of accurate algorithm, its substantial programming complexity [14] and limitations to accomplish target architecture. Designing a Data intensive platform provides efficiency, reliability, scalability and availability.

The Data Intensive Computation clarifies following characteristics:

1) The selection of algorithm, data, and programs used for computation  
2) Utilization of respective programming model in an efficient way  
3) Concern regarding availability and reliability  
4) The innate scalability of primary software and hardware architectures.
B. Dynamic Voltage & Frequency Scaling

The power management scheme focuses on two aspects Dynamic Power Management (DPM) and Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [15]. The DPM deals with executing the high workload at a maximum CPU speed while remaining workload at low power mode. The DVFS deals with executing processes at a low-performance setting regarding voltage and frequency. DVFS techniques [16][29] are widely applied in smartphones to reduce power consumption by changing CPU core frequency and system voltage, and eventually, this results in variance in response time in smartphones while executing a precise application.

Many CPU Frequency Scaling Governors exist which allows the drives to set the target frequency. For the efficient use of CPU dynamic frequency scaling mechanism [17] is applied. These governors are embedded in patched Linux kernel System. DVFS schemes include governors [18] like Ondemand governor, Performance governor, Conservative Governor, Powersave Governor and Interactive governor.

Ondemand governor [19] is the default governor of maximum Android-based smartphones. Ondemand governor was introduced in the Linux Kernel 2.6.10. Depending on the processor utilization it dynamically changes the processor frequency. The use of the processor is checked, and if the value exceeds the threshold, this governor sets the frequency to the highest available value. If the utilization is less than the threshold, the governor steps down the frequency. The range of frequencies can be controlled by the governor and also the rate of checking the utilization of the system.

Performance governor sets the frequency to the highest frequency which is available. This allows the processor clock [20] speed to be set to maximum thus allowing maximum performance. No power savings are achieved which Performance Governor is used, but it allows changing the frequency.

In Conservative Governor Frequency is dynamically adjusted based on the processor utilization with a gradual increase in its value. The frequency of the processor utilization is checked and if its lies below or above the utilization thresholds, this governor steps up or down the frequency to the next available instead directly going to high or low.

Powersave Governor sets the processor to the lowest available frequency however a range of frequencies can be adjusted. The process runs at the slowest frequency. Therefore it takes the time to go idle.

In Userspace Governor frequency is set manually in this governor. It does not dynamically change the frequency. Compare to all other governors Userspace is more customizable, it has a most efficient way for balancing between Performance and power of the system.

C. Completely Fair Scheduler

The ultimate goal of CFS is to provide the fair amount to all the tasks proportional to their weights. CFS is a virtual runtime scheduler. The CFS algorithm uses Red-Black Tree, in this tree the tasks are sorted in a tree form from left to right according to the increasing order of their respective virtual run times. Meanwhile, CFS executes its task initiating from left most leaf moving towards the right.

The proposed system [21] focuses on estimation of response time analysis by designing scheduler driven DVFS scheme. Response Time Analysis of Linux Kernel Completely Fair Scheduler [22][23][24] for Data Intensive Task is carried out by analysis of frequency change by the help of DVFS properties invoking in Linux kernel with the help of Data Intensive Task. To optimize the user experience the Completion time or Response time of a Process is the main focus of the work. For the given frequency limits the utility of CPU Scheduling Algorithm will be explored.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

In the proposed scheme word count is a Data Intensive Task is explained with the help of DVFS scheme. The results are gathered by setting different DVFS governors one by one. In the proposed theory, here only two governors are used for analysis- Performance and Powersave. Benchmarking [25] process is also computed here. Benchmarking helps to measure the performance of the system as well as compares it with other system results. Hackbench [26] benchmarking tool is used here. Hackbench is a benchmarking tool and a stress test widely used in Linux Kernel Scheduler.

The whole implementation and result analysis are done on Linux platform Ubuntu 15.10 which helped to accomplish appropriate results. Hence the proposed work deals at Kernel level which is unique and assisted in getting better output. The implementation starts by implementing a word count program which is written in C programming language through.
which an input text file of 103.4MB is invoked. The word count program gives the overall count of number of words, number of lines and number of characters. Hackbench is installed and built. The DVFS governors are set through a command line and then the graphs are plotted using time command. Above procedure when followed gives the accurate graphical analysis of the word count program while executing it by setting different governors on single core, dual core, triple core, and quad core respectively. The average values are mentioned in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governors</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>99.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powersave</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.0106</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table.1 User and System average of Governors

The acquired results by following above procedure are as given below. Two graphs are calculated here by setting two different DVFS governors Performance and Powersave respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

Several Data intensive applications are implemented and used for obtaining precise results. The proposed work here does the analysis directly on Linux Kernel aspect by the help of DVFS governors. Hence a word count program is proved to be a data intensive task with respect to different Dynamic Voltage & Frequency Scaling Governors through graphical representation.

The future work for the proposed scheme can be justified by including DVFS scheme in CFS scheduling algorithm.
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